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covid-19 has impacted many institutions and organizations around the world, disrupting the progress of research. through this difficult time aps and the physical review editorial office are fully
equipped and actively working to support researchers by continuing to carry out all editorial and peer-review functions and publish research in the journals as well as minimizing disruption to journal

access. sofía m. castillo diaz earned a b.a. in spanish literature from the universidad del pacifc, mexico city, in 2012, a m. in hispanic studies at cuny, new york, in 2017, and a ph.d. in hispanic studies
with a concentration in literary criticism and aesthetic theory at cuny, new york, in 2020. she is currently an assistant professor in the department of hispanic studies, cuny graduate school and city

college, new york. ruth castillo is an artist living and working in mexico city. her work has been exhibited throughout the world. she is the author of the book pequeño pantalecito (2015) and the
chapbook kopon chuy (2017). she is a senior scholar at the center for the study of indigenous languages and cultures of the americas at cuny. she holds a b.a. in spanish philology and literature from
the universidad autnoma de mexico city, a m. in hispanic studies from cuny, new york, and a ph. tecnología 1 is an online magazine devoted to science and technology. it was founded in september
2014. since then, it has always been published on a monthly basis. each issue is published on the first friday of each month. in september 2016, tecnología 1 began a partnership with the european

school of information and communication (european school), in collaboration with the barcelona institute of technology (itbm) and the escuela universitària de bellvitge (university of barcelona - ub) in
order to offer the best quality content. the magazine includes a wide range of topics from the most recent and current research in all areas of science and technology. the articles are written by
experts in their fields, who contribute their experience and expertise. the issue is edited by a group of experts who provide useful and relevant comments. tecnología 1 is a print magazine that

includes contributions in spanish, english, and catalan. the digital version of the magazine is available on the internet and as a mobile application. the new issue of tecnología 1 is usually published on
the first friday of every month. in addition, the tecnología 1 magazine is available in the journal repository of researchgate. all the magazine pages are available to read online on www.tecnologia1.es,

a free digital magazine available on mobile devices and computers.
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